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We have started a new unit looking at Play scripts

In Art this week, we enjoyed an outdoor

this term. We have looked at the features of a play

session in the nature reserve. The weather

script and studied the descriptive language used in

was warm and the children gathered

the stage directions. The children have been

sticks, stones, feathers, leaves and flowers

learning how to improve stage directions by using

and anything else they thought would be

powerful verbs and adverbs to give direction on the
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movement of the actors and delivery of the
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dialogue.
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arranged the material into patterns and

proverbs from across the world. We have been

shapes and created an art piece inspired

comparing English proverbs with those from other
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countries and the children have been trying to work
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Maths

Science

We have been continuing our work on shapes

We have been continuing our topic on Plants

by looking at the different types of lines that

and been studying the inside of a flower in

make up shapes: horizontal, vertical, parallel

more detail. We have looked at the different

and perpendicular. The children have been

male and female parts of the flower, drawn

learning how to recognise them and they have

them and learnt their function in fertilisation

been practising drawing them correctly.

and pollination.
Messages

You are invited to a Parent Workshop on Internet Safety on Wednesday 19th June 6.30-7.30pm
in the school hall. Please email the school office to let us know that you will be attending.
day-get your last minute practice in over the weekend!

